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Abstract—Power electronic-based FACTS devices such as
STATCOMs are sometimes essential for voltage support in transmission networks. They can also be used for continuous operation
of doubly-fed induction generator-based wind turbines during
faults. However, these devices are quite expensive and therefore
cannot be used extensively. This paper explores the potential of
a low-cost solution that utilizes the reactive power and voltage
support capabilities of plug-in vehicles parked in charging stations
(SmartParks) so that they can behave as virtual STATCOMs. For
this solution, a 12-bus multimachine power system is considered
wherein one of the conventional units is replaced by a 400 MW
wind farm. Twelve SmartParks are developed and integrated
into the test system. First, they are connected to a weak bus in
the system and used in voltage control mode. Their performance
is compared with a STATCOM of a similar rating. Next, the
SmartParks are connected to the wind farm bus, and a coordinated reactive power control strategy is proposed to improve the
fault-ride-through capability of the wind farm without exceeding
the current limits of rotor and grid-side converters. The entire
study is carried out in real time on a real-time digital simulator
platform.
Index Terms—Doubly-fed induction generator, plug-in vehicles,
real-time digital simulator, SmartParks, STATCOM.

I. INTRODUCTION
HE NUMBER OF plug-in electric vehicles (PEVs) entering the market has been increasing very rapidly in recent
years. In the near future, these vehicles could participate in vehicle-to-grid (V2G) powertransactions in the proposedsmart grid
framework. Since most personal vehicles in the US are parked
more than 95% of the day and generally follow a daily schedule
[1], their predictable nature can be utilized successfully in V2G
transactions. During V2G operations, the PEV fleet can provide
many grid services, such as regulation and spinning reserve [1],
[2], load leveling [3], serving as external storage for renewable
sources [4], and generating revenue by buying and selling power
at different times according to variable price curves [5], [6].
Another important service that these PEVs are capable of is
reactive power support, which has not been studied extensively.
The reactive power compensation capability of an individual
vehicle battery has been reported in [7], where the common dc
bus of the dc-dc converter and the inverter are responsible for
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reactive power compensation. The dc-dc converter charges the
battery using the constant-current-constant-voltage algorithm.
In the approach presented in [8], the dc-dc converter is not used;
instead, the battery is connected directly to the inverter. The
reactive power capability of a single vehicle has been utilized in a
residential-level power system. These previous studies have not
dealt with the reactive power capabilities of a fleet of such vehicles parked in a charging station (SmartPark) or their usefulness,
in bulk amounts, in a transmission network. This paper presents
a methodical way to analyze the active and reactive power transaction capabilities of a realistic vehicle battery in the V2G mode
of operation. Based on the capabilities of an individual vehicle, a
SmartPark model consisting of a fleet of such vehicles has been
developed and integrated into a 12-bus power system.
Shunt Flexible AC Transmission System (FACTS) devices
such as static compensators (STATCOMs) are capable of very
fast and accurate reactive power compensation [9]. However,
the main drawback of FACTS devices is their high cost. On the
other hand, the PEVs, while parked in the SmartParks, contain
a significant amount of active and reactive power potential and
can be utilized for meeting the grid’s requirements with little
significant infrastructure cost. Most importantly, the added advantage of reactive power is that it can be injected to the grid
without lowering the battery’s state of charge (SOC). A very
small amount of real power will be lost during this reactive
power transaction process, so the vehicles’ batteries will have
to supplement the difference. However, for such a small amount
of real power loss, the net reduction in the state of charge of the
individual batteries will be negligible. Therefore, only a centralized controller will be needed at the SmartParks to make this
idea a reality. With that control, it is possible for these SmartParks to behave like virtual STATCOMs. The idea of utilizing
a photovoltaic solar farm as a STATCOM at night has been
referred to in [10]. A similar service could be obtained from
SmartParks in future smart grid infrastructures.
STATCOMs can also be used for uninterrupted operation of
the doubly-fed induction generator (DFIG) based wind farms
in grid-connected mode during grid faults [11], [12]. It is a
common practice for DFIG-based wind turbines to block the
rotor side converter (RSC) during the fault and to short-circuit
the rotor terminals with a crowbar [13]. During that period,
the wind turbine generator behaves as a squirrel cage induction generator and absorbs reactive power. One way to supply
this reactive power is to set the grid-side converter (GSC) to
reactive power and voltage control mode during that period.
However, if the network is weak, the reactive power supplied
by the GSC may not be sufficient. Hence, additional reactive
power support from STATCOM-like devices is necessary. In
[11], a STATCOM was used in voltage control mode to serve
this purpose, but no coordination existed between the control
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of the STATCOM and the GSC; hence, during the postfault period, when the STATCOM injects a significant amount of reactive power, the GSC absorbs such a major portion of it that
it almost exceeds its limits. An intelligent coordinated reactive
power control strategy between the GSC of a large wind farm
and a STATCOM was proposed in [12].
The ideas presented in [11] and [12] for fault-ride improvements through a wind farm have been extended in this paper,
and a different coordinated control strategy has been proposed.
In this paper, instead of a STATCOM, similar performance has
been achieved from SmartParks when they are used as virtual
STATCOMs in coordination with the GSC of a 400 MW wind
farm in a 12-bus system.
In the studies presented in this paper, modeling of the entire
system along with the vehicle battery and inverter, the DFIG and
all the controls are carried out on a real-time digital simulator
(RTDS) platform. The advantage of using RTDS is that, it represents the detailed dynamics of an actual power system. Even the
fast acting power electronic switching devices can be simulated
in the RTDS in such a way that it can be interfaced with a practical
hardware system any time. The simulation of switching devices
runs in smaller time steps on giga processor RTDS cards—the
GPC cards. GPC is a powerful computational unit which can be
used for solving the overall network solution as well as auxiliary
components. A GPC contains two IBM PowerPC 750GX RISC
processors each operating at 1 GHz. In addition to the network solution and the simulation of standard power system components
s
at 50 s time step, the GPC card provides small time step
simulations for voltage source converters (VSC). This increase
in accuracy allows for better representation of switching components in a real-time environment. Another important issue is
the simulation time. If such a detailed nonlinear representation of
the switching devices are to be accommodated in a non-real-time
simulation platform such as PSCAD or MATLAB, and the simulation time-step is maintained at a sufficiently lower value than
the switching time-step, then the dynamic simulation takes a very
long time. A few seconds’ simulation can sometimes take a few
hours. Whereas, on the RTDS platform, a second simulation takes
exactly a second without comprising any detail in the representation of switching devices.
II. DEVELOPMENT OF A SMARTPARK MODEL
In order to develop a SmartPark model and to utilize it as a
virtual STATCOM, it is essential to realistically assess the
capability of an individual PEV. To obtain that capability curve,
the PEV is represented by a dc voltage source, followed by a
bidirectional three-phase inverter, as shown in Fig. 1. The dc
source is considered ideal. The value of series resistance is 0.005
ohm. The inverter generates a 208 V three-phase line-to-line rms
voltage, which then passes through a transformer to connect to
the utility. Between the inverter and the transformer, there is a
small inductance.
The control strategy for the vehicle inverters is presented in
Fig. 2. The active and reactive powers at the output of the inreference frame are expressed as [14]
verter in the
(1)

Fig. 1. PEV representation by dc voltage source (battery) followed by an inverter.

(2)
In a synchronously rotating reference frame, the peak line-to. Therefore,
neutral voltage lies on the -axis, and
the objective of the control is to command the currents corresponding to the demanded power, as follows:

(3)
(4)
The first component on the right-hand side of (3), (4) is
is the filbased on the power equations (1), (2), where
tered line-to-neutral peak voltage. The filter time constant is 20
ms. This component creates fast responses to sudden changes
in commanded power. The integral term eliminates steady-state
error. Therefore, the control action is essentially a summation
of an integral control and a nonlinear feedforward path. The
- and -axis commanded currents are then transformed into
reference frame, and the switching pulses are
an
generated by delta current-regulation.
As shown in Fig. 2, a limit is placed on the commanded current to prevent a large current from flowing through the vehicle
battery and inverter during adverse grid interactions. However,
or
hits the upper limit and the error is still posiif the
tive, the error accumulates through the integrator. Then, when
the control action is supposed to reduce, this accumulated error
prevents it from coming down to the desired value. This creates an overshoot and delays settling. Similar events occur when
the control action hits the lower limit and the error is still negative. In order to solve this problem, an anti-windup strategy
is used. This strategy resets the integrators in the two situations mentioned above. A number of more efficient and elaborate anti-windup strategies exist. This particular strategy is used
in this paper because of its simplicity, and it served its purpose
quite nicely. However, resetting an integrator creates a discontinuity in the system that could result in additional complexities
in the system’s dynamics. A thorough investigation of different
anti-windup strategies is beyond the scope of this paper, but a
detailed analysis of anti-windup strategies can be found in [15].
capability of a realistic vehicle
With this control, the
battery is now studied. Since battery capacity and specific energy increase every year, and the V2G transaction is a futuristic
scenario, it is better to study the
capability of a realistic
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Fig. 2. The proposed current control strategy [14].

TABLE I
RELEVANT BATTERY SPECIFICATIONS (HEMV-7) [16]

Fig. 3. Phasor diagram corresponding to Fig. 1.

battery with high power and high specific energy. An Li-ion battery system used for hybrid electric military vehicles (HEMV-7)
[16] is therefore considered for this study. Its nominal voltage at
50% SOC is 307 V. The Li-ion battery system referred to in [16]
is obtained by packaging 5 to 8 modules of 12 cells of VL 34
P Li-ion cells. The relevant specifications of that battery system
are presented in Table I.
capability of such a battery is obtained as follows:
The
The phasor diagram corresponding to the system in Fig. 1 is
shown in Fig. 3. Two factors are considered for sizing the line
inductance . A higher inductance value reduces the THD of
but at the same time limits the active and reactive power
capability at a particular battery voltage. Since the battery is
assumed to be connected to the utility grid through the inverter,
there should be strict THD requirements on the grid side. A less
than 5% THD requirement is considered in this paper. At a rated
continuous power (74 kW) from the battery, the THD of the
current ( in Fig. 1) waveform is analyzed for different values
mH gives
of . It is observed that a minimum value of
a THD of 4.97%, which is chosen in this paper. The ratings
,
of inverter components depend on the limiting value of
and can be determined considering that the battery is supplying
the rated peak power (138 kW) in a steady state at unity power
V,
can be obtained from
factor. Considering
the following equation:

In (5),
is the magnitude of the rms phase voltage,
capability
and S is the total apparent power. The ideal
value
curve is now obtained from (5), with the maximum
being used as a constraint. This curve, a perfect circle, is represented by the dotted line in Fig. 4. For the given battery, and
vary within 138 kW and 138 kVAR, respectively.
When the battery delivers a high reactive power, the angle
(Fig. 3) decreases; consequently,
increases compared to
. The minimum dc voltage required to produce
is
given by

(5)

(6)

Fig. 4. Ideal and actual
battery.

P

0 Q capability curves of the 307 V and 9.2 kWh
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Fig. 5. Battery with filter.

Using this additional constraint, the actual
capability
curve at 50% SOC is obtained which is shown by the shaded
region of Fig. 4.
One important issue, the current-carrying capacity of the connector at home or at the SmartParks, will affect the actual
capability in practice. Currently, connectors are manufactured
for one-way charging with a much lower rating than the peak
power rating of a standard vehicle battery. For example, according to the SAE J1772 update, ac level 2 charging is capable
of carrying 19 kW of power and a current of up to 80 A [17]. A
charging facility with higher ratings, such as ac level 3 charging
with a power rating in the range of 60–150 kW, is also available
[18]. It is quite reasonable to expect new high-capacity two-way
connectors in the future, when V2G transactions will actually
take place. However, in order to represent a realistic scenario,
in this paper, the continuous current carrying capacity of the
charging facility is considered to be 70 A, which restricts the
continuous active and reactive power capability of the vehicle
within the range of 25.2 kW and 25.2 kVAR, respectively.
Here, the “ ” sign means the vehicle is selling power to the
grid, i.e., it is in discharging mode, and the “ ” sign indicates
that it is buying power from the grid, i.e., it is in charging mode.
This is denoted by a solid circular line inside the shaded region
in Fig. 4.
Importantly, when reactive power is commanded from the
battery, the battery current contains high-frequency harmonic
components. In order to eliminate these high-frequency compoof 800
nents, a filter is designed with a cut-off frequency
and
are reHz. The filter is shown in Fig. 5, where ,
lated by the following (7), (8):
(7)
(8)

Based on the active and reactive power capabilities of an individual vehicle obtained above, SmartPark models are developed. The same battery-inverter model (Fig. 1) now represents
a SmartPark consisting of hundreds of such vehicles. The SmartPark is connected to the respective SmartPark bus through a 208
V/22.0 kV step-up transformer. The ratings of the inverter and
the control parameters are modified accordingly. The controls
of these SmartParks (inverters) are designed such that they are
capable of 25 MW of power transaction with the grid. Considering that the average power transaction capabilities of individual vehicles is 25.2 kW, each of these parking lots should

contain nearly 1000 vehicles to achieve that capability. In a typical city, it is quite reasonable to assume that there will be several
large parking lots (at shopping malls, airports, etc.) distributed
throughout the city in distances of one to a few kilometers with
similar or even greater vehicle capacity. The reactive power capabilities are also designed as 25.2 kVAR from each vehicle
and thus are a total of 25 MVAR from each parking lot.
When the SmartParks are used in voltage control mode, an
additional voltage control loop is used in the control strategy,
which is otherwise similar to that of an individual vehicle inverter. In voltage control mode, the bus rms voltage is first compared with the reference voltage, and the error is passed through
a PI controller to generate the reactive power command for the
SmartParks. This control strategy is presented in Fig. 6.
III. MODELING THE TEST SYSTEM
A. Modeling the Overall System
The test system considered in this paper is a standard 12-bus
power system originally proposed in [19] to evaluate the effects
of FACTS devices in the transmission level. The system has
four generators and three interconnected areas. Generator G1
represents the infinite bus (Fig. 7). In this study, a 400 MW wind
farm replaces generator G4.
In order to have a significant reactive power compensation capability that matches the system’s requirements during voltage
control, 12 SmartParks (PL1 to PL12) with equal ratings, as
mentioned in the previous section, are integrated to the system.
Previous studies have shown that in the 12-bus system, bus 4
in Area-3 has the lowest voltage under normal conditions [20].
Therefore, in the first case study, SmartParks are indirectly connected to bus 4 in order to compare their voltage control capability with that of a STATCOM. The SmartParks are connected
directly to bus 13 (Fig. 7), an additional bus added to the original 12-bus system in order to connect the SmartParks. Bus 13
is connected to bus 4 through 22.9 kV/230 kV step-up transformers.
In the second case study, when the SmartParks are used to
improve the fault-ride-through capability of the wind farm, all
12 SmartParks are indirectly connected to bus 6 where the wind
farm is connected, as shown in Fig. 8.
B. Modeling the Wind Farm
The wind farm is equipped with a Doubly Fed Induction Generator. It uses back-to-back PWM converters for variable speed
wind power generation. The control objective of the grid-side
converter is to keep the dc link voltage constant regardless of
the magnitude and direction of the rotor power. A stator-oriented vector control approach is used where the direct axis current controls the dc link voltage and the quadrature axis current
controls the reactive power, and, in turn, the voltage at the point
of common coupling.
The above mentioned control strategy is similar to that discussed in the research literature [21]. The only difference is that
an additional PI controller is used to generate the reactive power
command for the grid-side converter from the voltage error
signal. The objective of the rotor-side converter is to control the
active and reactive power from the stator. This is achieved by
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Fig. 6. The proposed control strategy in voltage control mode.

Fig. 7. Case study 1: The 12-bus system with 12 SmartParks indirectly connected to bus 4.

putting the d-axis of the rotor reference frame along the stator
flux vector. The -axis current reference is generated directly
from the commanded electrical power, and the d-axis current
reference is generated from the commanded stator reactive
power. The electrical power command is generated from the
optimum operating point-tracking strategy discussed in [21],
when the wind speed is below a certain value. The pitch control
does not work at that time, and the wind turbine captures the
maximum possible energy at that wind speed. However, if the
wind speed exceeds a certain value, the pitch control limits the
power generated by the wind turbine. The relevant mathematical equations for the rotor-side and grid-side converter controls
are mostly similar to [21] and hence are not described in this
paper. The data for the 400 MW wind farm is taken from [12].
All the symbols used in Fig. 9, which presents the schematic
diagram of the control strategy, carry their usual meanings and
are explained in [12]. The compensation terms for the rotor-side
and
) are expressed as follows:
converter in Fig. 9 (
(9)
(10)

Fig. 8. Case Study 2: The 12-bus system with 12 SmartParks indirectly connected to bus 6.

where
(11)
C. Modeling the STATCOM
In order to compare the performance of the STATCOM
with 12 SmartParks of 25 MVAR capacity, a 300 MVAR
STATCOM is considered. The switch in Fig. 7 can toggle
between the two positions to connect either the STATCOM or
the SmartPark bus (bus 13) to bus 4. The STATCOM is used
in voltage control mode with a control strategy similar to [11],
as shown in Fig. 10. One PI controller generates the -axis
current reference while maintaining the dc-bus voltage of the
STATCOM at a constant value, and the other PI controller
generates the -axis current reference with an objective to
maintain the voltage at bus 4 at a desired level. The other two
PI controllers keep track of the reference currents, and their
outputs are added to the cross coupling compensation terms to
produce and -axis commanded voltages. Those voltages are
reference frame, and the pulses are
converted to an
generated by sine-triangle modulation.
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Fig. 9. Control of the wind farm.

Fig. 10. Control of the STATCOM.

The entire system’s PI controllers are tuned by trial and error
following the common industry procedure for large-scale, nonlinear systems, as mentioned in [24].

IV. COORDINATED REACTIVE POWER CONTROL STRATEGY
It is well known that during a fault and the consequent stator
voltage sag, a dc component is produced in the stator flux [22]
which induces large voltage in the rotor circuit; consequently,
the rotor current increases to a very high value. Since the RSC
is rated at only 30% of the wind farm rating, it is necessary
to protect it from the over-current during the transient. Generally, in those situations, a common practice is to use the crowbar
protection scheme [23]. However, in the case of a severe fault
very close to the wind generator, when the RSC is blocked and
crowbar protection is active, the transient changes in the dc-link
voltage will command sudden changes in the -axis current reference and the PI controller, which tracks the -axis current
reference as it reaches its limit. Also, for the sake of continuous operation and reactive power support during this crowbar
protection period, sometimes GSC is used in voltage control

mode. However, the sudden drop in stator voltage will command large -axis current from the GSC, which will saturate
the other PI controller (which tracks the -axis current). When
both of these PI controllers go into saturation, the and -axis
commanded voltages are no longer accurate, and the GSC loses
control. Effectively, it starts behaving like an open loop system,
and the windup problem occurs. Therefore, in this case also,
anti-windup strategies should be adopted to prevent the windup
problem. During this period, the GSC current might also increase to a very high value, thus inadmissibly damaging the converter. This might even cause the wind farm to trip, and the operation would no longer remain continuous.
In the test system previously described (Fig. 8), this situation
is observed (without the SmartParks) when a three-phase-toground, 10-cycle fault is applied on bus 6, where the wind farm
is connected. During the fault, when the RSC is blocked, the
crowbar protection is active, and the GSC is in voltage control
mode, the reactive power injection from the GSC rises above
1.0 p.u. although it is designed only for 0.3 p.u. The current in
the GSC reaches 30 kA when the rated peak rms current is only
16 kA, as shown in Fig. 11. In order to avoid such a situation,
i.e., to prevent the GSC current from reaching such a high value,
it can also be blocked at the same time with the RSC. However,
in that case, the DFIG will fail to supply the necessary reactive
power to which it is sometimes committed per the requirements
of some utilities. In this situation, the need for external reactive
power compensation is essential and can be served either by a
STATCOM or by the SmartParks used as virtual STATCOMs,
as proposed in this paper.
SmartParks should be coordinated with the GSC as follows:
when crowbar protection is active and both the RSC and GSC
are blocked, the SmartParks should be switched to voltage control mode. As soon as crowbar protection is deactivated (after
a small time delay of five cycles from the instant of fault clearance) and the RSC and GSC restart switching, the task of voltage
control should be switched from the SmartParks to the GSC. In
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Fig. 11. Performance of GSC during a severe fault while crowbar protection is
active and the RSC is blocked.
Fig. 13. Comparison of performance between the STATCOM and SmartParks
during voltage regulation at bus 4.

voltage of the bus is almost equal to the commanded voltage and
the voltage error input to the PI controller is almost zero. Therefore, the changeover in control mode remains fairly smooth, and
no bumps are observed.
V. REAL-TIME SIMULATION RESULTS

Fig. 12. The coordinated reactive power control strategy.

the presence of external reactive compensation, it is not necessary for the GSC to restart switching simultaneously with the
RSC. It can be delayed for a short period of time. Realistically, SmartParks can satisfy the very limited duration for which
this external reactive power compensation is demanded for this
strategy. The schematic diagram for this coordinated control is
shown in Fig. 12. The two integrators, one which generates the
-axis current command for the GSC and the other which generates the reactive power command for the SmartParks from the
bus voltage deviation, should be reset while the respective controllers are not active to prevent integrator windup, as shown in
Fig. 12.
It is important to mention that the first changeover of the control mode from GSC to SmartPark occurs when a fault exists,
and, consequently, the GSC is blocked. During the fault period,
the voltage of the wind farm bus is determined primarily by
the nature and intensity of the fault, which could force the bus
voltage to almost zero. Therefore, the changeover of the control mode during the fault period does not have any visible impact. Similarly, as mentioned above, the GSC restarts switching
after a time delay from the instant of fault clearance. Within
that delay period, due to the action of the SmartParks in voltage
control mode, the voltage of the wind farm bus restores to a
value that is very close to 1.0 p.u. The commanded voltage for
the GSC in voltage control mode is also 1.0 p.u. Therefore,
the second changeover in control mode occurs when the actual

In regards to SmartParks, two different case studies are presented. In the first case study, the performance of the SmartParks
in voltage control mode is compared with a STATCOM when it
is connected to bus 4 (Fig. 7). In the second case study, the reactive power support from the SmartParks is coordinated with
the GSC of the wind farm at bus 6 (Fig. 8), and the performance
improvement is presented.
A. Case Study 1
Without any reactive power compensation, the nominal
voltage at bus 4 is 0.974 p.u. In order to establish that the
SmartParks can behave like a virtual STATCOM, the voltage at
bus 4 is commanded from its nominal value to 1.0 p.u. From
1.0 p.u., it is then commanded to 0.95 p.u., from 0.95 p.u. to
1.05 p.u., and then finally back to 1.0 p.u. A similar experiment
was carried out with a 300 MVAR STATCOM, and these two
performances are compared. Fig. 13 shows that SmartParks
behave exactly like the actual STATCOM for the entire range
of the permissible bus 4 voltage. Fig. 14 compares the reactive
power injection from the STATCOM and from the 12 SmartParks. The same amount of reactive power was injected or
absorbed during the voltage regulation study.
Next, an experiment was carried out to study the impact of
wind speed variation on the system and to observe how the
SmartParks respond to the situation. Initially, it is assumed that
the wind speed is 10 m/s; at that speed, the wind farm generates
190 MW. At this point, the voltage at bus 4 is 0.974 p.u. without
any reactive compensation. With the SmartParks in voltage
control mode, that voltage can easily be regulated to 1.0 p.u. as
before. Now, suddenly, the wind speed changes from 10 m/s to
12 m/s, which changes the wind power generation to 350 MW.
Without any voltage regulation, this change in wind power
moves the entire system to a new operating point where the
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Fig. 14. Comparison of reactive power injection between the STATCOM and
SmartParks during voltage regulation at bus 4.

Fig. 15. Comparison of voltage control performance between STATCOM and
SmartParks during wind power changes.

voltage at bus 4 also changes to 0.983 p.u., as shown in Fig. 15.
However, with the STATCOM or the SmartParks in voltage
control mode, at both of these operating points, the voltage at
bus 4 can be maintained successfully at 1.0 p.u., as shown in
Fig. 15.
Another contingency was studied by tripping one of the two
parallel transmission lines connecting bus 4 and bus 3 in the
test system. Fig. 16 compares the actual STATCOM and the
SmartParks in terms of the voltage at bus 4 without any reactive
power compensation. After the line outage, the voltage at bus
4 without any reactive compensation decreases to 0.96 p.u.
However, with the reactive power support from the STATCOM
or the SmartParks, the voltage can easily be maintained at
1.0 p.u. The voltage dip during the contingency is even lower
with the SmartParks than with the STATCOM, as shown in
Fig. 16. The reactive power injections for this contingency are
compared in Fig. 17, which shows the characteristics shared by
both methods.
Finally, a three-phase, 100 ms line-to-ground fault is applied
at bus 4, and the bus 4 voltage and the reactive power injections
are compared. It is observed in Fig. 18 that the SmartParks in
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Fig. 16. Comparison of voltage control performance between STATCOM and
SmartParks during line outage.

Fig. 17. Comparison of reactive power injection between STATCOM and
SmartParks during line outage.

voltage control mode behave as well as an actual STATCOM,
even in the case of severe contingencies. The reactive power injection during the fault changes to almost 300 MVAR (Fig. 19),
which remains within the total reactive power support capability
of the 12 SmartParks (300 MVAR). From these results, it can be
concluded that with a proper control strategy, the SmartParks
can be utilized as virtual STATCOMs in the future, when the
V2G transaction will become a reality.
B. Case Study 2
In order to study the performance of the coordinated reactive power support from the SmartParks, a 10-cycle, three-phase
line to ground fault is applied at bus 6, where the wind farm is
connected. Here, the crowbar operation starts the very moment
the fault is applied and ends after 2 cycles from the instant of
fault clearing. When there is no reactive power support from the
GSC or from the SmartParks, the voltage at bus 6 takes almost
1.1 seconds to reach its prefault value, starting from the instant
of fault application (Fig. 20). Also, the voltage waveform has a
postfault, low-frequency oscillation in the absence of any kind
of voltage control, whereas, with the SmartParks’ coordinated
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Fig. 21. Voltage at bus 6 with the coordinated reactive power supports from the
SmartParks compared with GSC in voltage control mode.
Fig. 18. Comparison of voltage control performance between STATCOM and
SmartParks during a 100 ms three-phase fault at bus 4.

Fig. 19. Comparison of reactive power injection between STATCOM and
SmartParks during a 100 ms three-phase fault at bus 4.

Fig. 22. Grid-side reactive power and rms current with the coordinated reactive
power supports from the SmartParks compared with GSC in voltage control
mode.

Fig. 20. Voltage at bus 6 with and without the coordinated reactive power supports from the SmartParks.

reactive power control, the voltage reaches 1.0 p.u. within 290
ms. After a small overshoot, it becomes perfectly stable.
Now, the performance of the coordinated control strategy is
compared with the GSC being maintained at voltage control

mode. But in this case, when the RSC is blocked, the GSC is
not blocked, and it continues injecting reactive power during
the fault. Fig. 21 shows that the voltage at bus 6 stabilizes quite
nicely with this setup. The real problem, however, lies with the
GSC current. If the GSC works in voltage control mode during
the fault, the GSC current increases to almost 30 kA (Fig. 11),
which is not permissible in practical situations. But, with the coordinated reactive power support from the SmartParks, i.e. with
the GSC blocked during the fault and the voltage control action switched to the SmartParks, it is observed (Fig. 22) that the
grid-side reactive power and the grid-side rms current both lie
perfectly within their tolerable limits.
From these results, it can be concluded that the SmartParks
can be utilized successfully as virtual STATCOMs for normal
voltage regulation. Also, with a proper coordinated control
strategy, they can improve the fault-ride-through performance
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of the wind farms and facilitate their continuous operation
during faults.
The integration of plug-in electric vehicles to power systems
impacts the stability characteristics of the integrated systems.
The necessity of wide area control (WAC) becomes more
relevant during grid-to-vehicle (G2V) or vehicle-to-grid power
transactions, that is, the charging and discharging cycles of
the PEVs, respectively. The design of a WAC for providing
damping to three generators in a 12-bus power system with
PEVs was presented in a study by the authors in [25].
Furthermore, under a known range of SmartPark sizes, as well
as a wide range of fluctuations in wind speed, and, correspondingly, wind power outputs, optimal tuning of the PI controllers
is essential, as shown in a separate study reported in [26].

VI. CONCLUSIONS
A novel idea to exploit the reactive power capabilities of a
large number of plug-in vehicles in SmartParks and utilizing
the aggregation as a virtual STATCOM has been presented in
this paper. First, a methodical analysis is carried out to obtain a
realistic assessment of the reactive power capability of a commercially available hybrid vehicle battery. From there, an aggregated SmartPark model is developed on a real-time digital simulator platform, and 12 such SmartPark models are integrated into
a 12-bus power system. The SmartParks’ performance is compared with that of an actual STATCOM under various contingencies. Finally, a coordinated reactive power support strategy
between the SmartParks and the grid-side converter of the wind
farm is presented to improve the fault-ride-through capability of
the wind farm while maintaining the continuity of service and
without violating the grid-side reactive power and current limits.
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